July 26, 2022
The Honorable Merrick Garland
Attorney General
Department of Justice
The Honorable Avril Haines
Director of National Intelligence
The Honorable Christopher A. Wray
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
The Honorable Michael E. Horowitz
Inspector General
Department of Justice
Dear Attorney General Garland, Directors Haines and Wray, and Inspector General Horowitz:
Yesterday, Senator Grassley sent a letter to the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) revealing information that may confirm what I have
suspected for years: “[T]here was a scheme in place among certain FBI officials to undermine
derogatory information connected to Hunter Biden by falsely suggesting it was disinformation.”1
Based on whistleblower information, Senator Grassley wrote that, “in August 2020, FBI
Supervisory Intelligence Analyst Brian Auten opened an assessment which was used by a FBI
Headquarters team to improperly discredit negative Hunter Biden information as disinformation
and caused investigative activity to cease.”2 That same month, on August 6, 2020, Senator
Grassley and I received a briefing from the FBI which we always assumed was a set up to
intentionally discredit our ongoing work into Hunter Biden’s extensive foreign financial
entanglements. Indeed, months after that briefing—which was not specific and unconnected to
our investigation—it was leaked to the Washington Post who reported on it and tied it to “an
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extensive effort by the [FBI] to alert members of Congress . . . that they faced a risk of being
used to further Russia’s attempt to influence the election’s outcome[.]”3
If these recent whistleblower revelations are true, it would strongly suggest that the FBI’s
August 6, 2020 briefing was indeed a targeted effort to intentionally undermine a Congressional
investigation. The FBI being weaponized against two sitting chairmen of U.S. Senate
committees with constitutional oversight responsibilities would be one of the greatest episodes of
Executive Branch corruption in American history.
For nearly two years I have sought to get information from the FBI and the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) about the purpose of, and who ordered, this briefing.
On May 3, 2021, Senator Grassley and I reiterated these requests in a letter to Directors Wray
and Haines.4 Both failed to provide complete responses.5
The inability of FBI and ODNI to be transparent with Congress on this matter and other
matters relating to Hunter Biden is deeply concerning. Once again, the FBI’s integrity has been
called into question. If these whistleblower allegations are accurate, how can your agency,
Director Wray, be capable of investigating the president’s son? Unfortunately, the FBI can no
longer be trusted to investigate Hunter Biden with integrity and the equal application of law.
Attorney General Garland, you have failed to provide Senator Grassley and me with
assurances that any DOJ investigation into Hunter Biden’s potential criminal activity will be free
of conflicts of interest. The American people should not have to tolerate your silence any longer.
Inspector General Horowitz, on July 20, 2021, Senator Grassley and I requested you
“begin an immediate review and investigation relating to the Justice Department’s and FBI’s
process and procedure to prepare for and provide defensive and counterintelligence briefings
with particular emphasis on the August 6, 2020, briefing[.]”6 Has your office requested
records and materials from the FBI and DOJ relating to the August 6, 2020 briefing? If not why
not? If so, when did DOJ and FBI produce records, and when will you report your findings to
us?
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The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) may be able to provide an objective review of
this matter, but it has not been forthcoming to Senator Grassley or me. If the OIG is unwilling or
unable to conduct an investigation into the potential political targeting of U.S. Senators by
federal law enforcement entities, then the appointment of a Special Counsel would be fully
justified and long overdue.
Sincerely,

Ron Johnson
Ranking Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

